Abstract-RINA, the Recursive InterNetwork Architecture, is a novel "back to basics" type approach to networking. The recursive nature of RINA calls for radically different approaches to how networking is performed. It shows great potential in many aspects, e.g. by simplifying management and providing better security. However, RINA has not been explored for congestion control yet. In this paper, we take first steps to investigate how congestion control can be performed in RINA, and demonstrate that it can be very efficient because it is applied close to where the problem happens, and through its recursive architecture, interesting effects can be achieved. We also show how easily congestion control can be combined with routing, enabling a straightforward implementation of in-network resource pooling.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the Internet, congestion control is embedded in a protocol at the transport layer or above -most commonly in TCP (which we will refer to in the following), but also in SCTP, DCCP and in certain RTP-based applications. The TCP protocol operates "end-to-end", where "end" is the host the application is running on. Although this might ensure scalability since interior network elements do not have to worry about congestion control, 1 the control is potentially executed far from where congestion appears in the network.
The Recursive Network Architecture (RINA) [2] , [3] , is a back to basics approach learning from the experience with TCP/IP [4] and other technologies in the past. In RINA, every layer (called a "Distributed InterProcess Communication (IPC) Facility" (DIF)) has the same set of mechanisms and goal: providing and managing the communication among its entities (called the "IPC Processes" (IPCPs)). All DIFs have the same internal structure. For example, each DIF has one transport protocol (the "Error and Flow Control Protocol" (EFCP)); this is a mechanism that cannot be changed. However, how this mechanism performs flow control, retransmission control or congestion control is defined as "policies" and can be programmed differently in various DIFs.
Many cases can be found in which there are layers in the network stack that do not follow the traditional "transport/network/data link/physical" architectural model ( Fig. 1(a) ). For 1 It has been said that this design of TCP matches the end-to-end argument. This is true, but the end-to-end argument really only prohibits implementing application-specific functions inside the network [1] . Much like routing, congestion control addresses a problem that occurs inside the network (the end-to-end argument does also not forbid complex routing algorithms). example, in Fig. 1(b) we can see L2 over L2 (MAC-in-MAC), L2 over L3 (Ethernet over MPLS), L2 over L4 (VXLAN, L2TP), L3 over L3 (IP in IP, GRE, LISP), and so on. RINA allows theoretically an indefinite number of stacked DIFs to provide IPC services to each other ( Fig. 1(c) ). This is how it shows the ability to solve long-standing network problems of the Internet architecture (complexity, scalability, security, mobility, QoS or management, see [2] , [5] - [7] ). However, previous work on RINA has just focused on the above issues and did not investigate it on congestion control research. In this paper, we take a first look at how a congestion control method can work in this new architecture; by implementing a TCP-like congestion control policy, we compare it with similar approaches in the Internet, and discuss its benefits. We also elaborate how a range of different optimizations in congestion control can fit within a single framework. In RINA, recursion arises from the ability to arbitrarily arrange structurally-equivalent DIFs. Through simple topologies, we show that improvements that have been done to TCP such as Split-TCP on the internet "naturally appear" with RINA without their side effects; we present some DIF layouts to show how they solve some congestion control problems in the Internet. We also show that in RINA, each DIF can detect and manage the congestion for its resources, pushing back to higher layer DIFs when resources are overloaded. There, the "Relaying and Multiplexing" (RMT) task -another mechanism in every DIF -is in charge of forwarding the EFCP PDUs; it can load-balance the traffic by sending it on other paths, or recursively pushback upwards to achieve in-network resource pooling.
We will elaborate on the design of RINA congestion control in Section II. In Section III, we will take a look at how a TCPlike mechanism would play out in RINA, focusing on some simple "toy" scenarios. Section IV discusses RINA congestion control in the context of prior work, and Section V concludes.
II. CONGESTION CONTROL IN RINA
In RINA, every function is bound to one DIF, and DIFs can be of different sizes, e.g. two nodes connected to each other can form a DIF, or a public DIF can contain all the nodes of a network. Every DIF can have a different type of congestion control (or none at all). DIFs can also be stacked; the lower DIF serves the upper one based on a list of requirements that the upper DIF needs for its flows. This provides the flexibility of mapping several upper flows with the same requirements (e.g. QoS) to just one lower flow. Here, we only discuss congestion control-related modules of RINA; however, for further information on RINA, see [2] .
As a simple starting point, consider a path with one intermediate hop, given by a physical setup of 3 nodes: a sender, a relay/router node in the middle, and a receiver, as shown in Fig. 2 . S 1 and R 1 are the application instances sending and receiving packets, respectively. A i (or B i ) is called IPC Process (IPCP); it is an application process that is a member of a DIF and locally implements the functionality to support and manage IPC using multiple sub-tasks. In Fig. 2(a) , there is one DIF for the network that performs congestion control with a control loop from A 1 to A 3 . The module controlling congestion in A 1 and A 3 is called EFCP. If congestion appears in the relay IPCP (in the RMT module of A 2 which is responsible for relaying PDUs), the RMT can, for example, set the Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) field of PDUs. The sender's window or rate is a function reacting to congestion in this network. This scenario has its advantages in simplicity and scalability, but it has some obvious disadvantages too: A 1 cannot benefit from the knowledge specific to the two links below A 1 -A 2 and A 2 -A 3 (just like TCP can usually not benefit from link-layer knowledge), and if congestion appears in one of these links, EFCP needs a full round-trip-time (from A 1 to A 3 and back) to react.
The diagram in Fig. 2 of congestion/flow control protocols, and policy is a specific implementation. In the figure, we have another DIF on top. We see that the way RINA controls congestion is a generalization of how it is done in the Internet: if there is only one DIF doing congestion control in the network, it operates in an end-to-end fashion. If two or more congestion controlled DIFs are concatenated, the end-to-end control loop is broken into shorter loops. As another interesting capability, RINA allows DIFs to be stacked, and upper DIFs can have their own congestion control policies. If, in Fig. 2(b) , there are several flows from S 1 to R 1 through several EFCP connections from A 1 to A 3 , packets of all of them are mapped to only one EFCP connection in the DIFs below; this means that at the lower DIFs, there is only one aggregated flow, and congestion control in these DIFs operates on aggregates. As we consider it an important feature, we generally refer to RINA's congestion control as "Aggregate Congestion Control" (ACC).
A general architecture of N layers is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The dashed, curved arrows in the figure represent notification transmission between modules, and IPCPs are shown as circles. In case of congestion in the 1-DIF between nodes j and j + 1, the Resource Allocation entity (RA) of the transmitting IPC Process sends a notification to the IPCP of the EFCP instance sending the PDU. This EFCP instance is located in the same IPCP. Congestion causes queue growth in this EFCP instance; when the queue reaches its maximum size limit, the EFCP instance shuts down its incoming port, and PDUs are backlogged in the upper RMT output port (the port will be unblocked again when the queue length decreases). Next, the output queue of the RMT in 2-DIF will reach its maximum threshold, and this continues; it sends a slow-down signal to the Resource Allocator (RA) module, and the RA sends a notification to the sending EFCP instance. This continues until the signal reaches the source of congestion, generating a "pushback" behavior that emerges due to recursion. A full implementation of the scenario in Fig. 3 requires upstream notifications within a DIF, which can have implications on efficiency (probably positive) and scalability (probably negative) that are beyond the scope of the preliminary investigation presented here. We note, however, that scalability constraints are not as prohibitive here as they are in the Internet: because the Internet architecture essentially limits congestion control to the setup in Fig. 2(a) , upstream notifications become impossible to use [8] , whereas they merely constrain the maximum size of a DIF in RINA.
III. SIMULATIONS WITH TCP-LIKE CONGESTION CONTROL
To better understand the implications of placing congestion controlled DIFs next to or above each other, we have carried out simulations of a few "toy" scenarios using the OMNeT++ RINA module [9] . The simulator and scenarios can be found in the provided URL ( [9] ). We implemented a simple TCP Tahoe-like congestion control policy in EFCP (and, for the simulations in Sections III-A and III-B, nothing else: the effects were entirely achieved by configuring how DIFs are stacked). As we will see, TCP-like congestion control in RINA plays out in ways that are similar to certain functions that are getting deployed as "hacks" to the Internet infrastructure today (e.g. in performance-enhancing proxies (PEPs) [10] ) as well as mechanisms that are proposed in the academic literature. In RINA, this behavior naturally appears as a result of layering, whereas the very design of PEPs illustrates the difficulty of overhauling the Internet's base architecture. In the next subsections, we will continue our discussions on three different arrangement types of DIFs which RINA allows us to do: consecutive DIFs, stacked DIFs, and "side-by-side" DIFs. 
A. Horizontal: Consecutive DIFs
If we consider the description of Fig. 2(b) in the previous section and assume that the congestion control in the Layer 1 DIFs is TCP-like, what we have described is very similar to a PEP function called Connection Splitting [10] . TCP splitters divide TCP connections by "lying" to the end systems, acting as the receiver towards the sender and as the sender towards the receiver. As one significant difference to RINA-ACC, a TCP splitter must take care of end-to-end reliability, thereby breaking the end-to-end reliability semantics of TCP. While retransmitting packets from within the network can also have benefits and would easily be possible with RINA, it is not automatically tied to dividing the control loops as it is with TCP, and we do not consider it further here.
To compare RINA-ACC with Split-TCP and see the performance gain over end-to-end TCP, we simulated data transfers in the topology shown in Fig. 4 ; Router 1 acts as a splitter while using Split-TCP, which we have added to the OMNeT++ INET framework as implemented in [11] . The protocol stacks of the three approaches are also shown for clarity. The traffic sent by S 1 was a single large file, so there was only one flow from S 1 to R 1 in the network. The simulation was run for one minute, and after that we collected the total volume of data transmitted. The capacity of the link between the sender and the router was 10 Mbps, and for the link between Router 1 and R 1 it was 2 Mbps. Congestion appeared in the interface on the right-hand side of Router 1 . We limited the output queue of this interface to the bandwidth-delay product (BDP) in the end-to-end TCP case. In the Split-TCP and RINA-ACC cases, we used the BDP of the Router 1 -R 1 link for this buffer as well as the RMT's output buffer at the layer above.
The performance of end-to-end TCP, Split-TCP, and RINA with TCP per DIF is illustrated in Fig. 5 . This diagram shows two separate and expected things: 1) Fig. 5(a) shows congestion window (CWND) sizes of the sender in end-to-end TCP ("TCP:Sender") and the second connections of Split-TCP and RINA ("Split-TCP:Splitter" and "RINA-ACC:Relay") between Router 1 and R 1 ; this implies that our implementation of TCP in RINA indeed performs very similar to Split-TCP (with a small throughput improvement because its pushback mechanism prevents packet drops and timeout), and 2) referring to Fig. 5(b) , Split-TCP performs better than end-to-end TCP at large RTTs. The latter fact is known from earlier literature but it shows that our implementation of Split-TCP is correct. 
B. Vertical: Stacked DIFs
In the simplistic example above, the traffic carried by RINA came from one single end-to-end flow in the network. In a real RINA network where DIFs are stacked above each other, an N-DIF would carry an aggregate of flows from the (N+1)-DIF sitting above it. Edge router pairs would then only keep the congestion state of active flow aggregates between them. Here, RINA-ACC automatically avoids the competition between multiple end-to-end flows that occurs in the Internet today: when many end-to-end or Split-TCP flows individually push up the queue at the bottleneck, they harm each other via increased delay and loss, and it can be better to combine them [12] , [13] . We simulated multiple flows competing in the network using the network topology shown in Fig. 6 . Senders S 1 through S n sent a large file to receivers R 1 through R n , respectively. All the links had the same bandwidth; the Router 1 -Router 2 link was the bottleneck. For RINA, the DIF structure is also indicated in Fig. 6 : there were some consecutive lower DIFs and one upper-layer DIF on top. We compared RINA-ACC against the better Internet case from our previous simulations -Split-TCP, but with no aggregation.
In Fig. 7(a) , end-to-end delay results of RINA-ACC and Split-TCP are shown in a box-and-whisker diagram; it shows the range and 10th percentile/median/90th percentile boxes of all packets in one simulation. Although the median of delay is almost the same, we observe that due to the competition among the TCP connections in the Router 1 -Router 2 segment, some packets had much longer end-to-end delays, which also causes a higher jitter at receivers. In RINA-ACC, all traffic from the senders was carried through one flow between Router 1 and Router 2 with no competition. The effect of competition can be mitigated to some extent by employing Active Queue Management (AQM) in Split-TCP. However, AQM does not resolve the high jitter problem arisen by competition.
With RINA-ACC, we see a slight reduction in peak delay as the number of flows increases because at the start, more flows translate into more packets to be sent by the aggregated flow between Router 1 and Router 2 , keeping its send buffer from draining and allowing its congestion window to grow faster. The previous simulation scenario showed the advantage of aggregating flows in the core of the network. A similar argument holds when a number of flows originate from the same sender to the same receiver. Following an example from [14] , a user might be surfing a web site while downloading a file from it -in this case, it can be more efficient to use only one congestion controller between the two nodes.
We simulated this scenario and show the results in Fig. 7 (b). The network topology was the same as in Fig. 6 with n = 1. The sender sent two files to the receiver. The transmission of File 1 with the size of 20 MB started at time 0. File 2 was 500 KB, and its transmission started 10 seconds later. The horizontal axis of the figure shows time, and the bars show the start and finish times of each file for the three methods. Due to the aggregation of the second flow into the already started one in RINA-ACC, the second transfer can benefit from the large congestion window of the ongoing transmission which already has a better approximation of the available bandwidth between the two nodes. Moreover, compared to TCP and Split-TCP, there is less competition in this case which results in a shorter transmission time for the first file. In Split-TCP, the two flows were split into six pieces, and every two connections competed for one of the three links. Compared with the TCP scenario in which there was only one bottleneck link, here there were three bottleneck links because sometimes, for example, the total congestion window size in the splitter of Router 1 became smaller than the total size in the sender. In our simulation, this caused one timeout in the second connection of File 1; this is why it took around 1 second longer than with TCP.
The effect shown here with ACC is comparable to a Congestion Manager (CM) [15] or multi-streaming as in e.g. SCTP [14] -but with these mechanisms, the benefit shown in Fig. 7(b) only appears when multiple flows are used as described between the same sender and receiver. With RINA-ACC however, the two files could just as well be transferred between different sender-receiver pairs, and the same holds if there are hundreds or thousands of senders: File 2 can be transmitted faster if any sender is transmitting data at any given time. In-network aggregate congestion control is, therefore, a much more powerful mechanism than previously proposed methods for congestion control coupling. 
C. Around: In-Network Resource Pooling
Resource pooling [16] has recently gained significant attention from the routing and congestion control point of view. There exist some methods at the transport layer like Multi-Path TCP (MPTCP) [17] or at the routing layer like Equal-Cost Multi-Path Routing (ECMP) [18] with the aim of load-balancing. However, they operate independently. A recent approach to enable a combination of these two types of mechanisms was presented by the name of In-Network Resouce Pooling (INRP) in [19] . This work claims that dynamic routing/detouring compared with the Internet's static routing, as a way of reacting to congestion by finding alternative lowerload routes, combined with a hop-by-hop congestion control mechanism in case there is no other low-load path towards the destination, is beneficial. However, this approach might face Internet-specific problems such as head-of-line blocking in case of detouring TCP traffic [20] .
RINA enables us to cope with these problems with its layered architecture; it offers various options for reliable outof-order delivery between any two EFCP instances, and it is up to each layer how to serve upper layers (DIFs). For example, as proposed by [19] , [21] , DIFs are automatically able to serve upper DIFs with multiple flows like flowlets through multiple paths. These paths are provided through multiple side-by-side lower DIFs operating on different paths. Detouring can also be bound to some lower DIF in the core of a network, and that DIF might even provide in-order-delivery to upper DIFs. At the edge of a DIF, delay from head-of-line blocking is bounded whereas in TCP it is accumulated along the path.
To show how easily RINA can provide resource pooling, we implemented a load-based routing policy in the RINA simulator in OMNeT++. This policy is coupled with another short-term queue size monitoring policy to react to local congestion in an output queue. In case of congestion, first another low-load path to the destination is looked up. If no other path is available, the congestion control module reacts. Fig. 8 shows the simple topology that was used to explain in-network resource pooling in [19] . In case of proper loadbalancing, both S 1 -R 1 and S 2 -R 2 connections should be allocated a 5 Mbps share. The main advantage of resource pooling here is that it provides global fairness and local stability [19] . The corresponding RINA stack is similar to the one in Fig. 6 meaning that there is one 1-DIF per link, and a single 2-DIF connecting all the nodes on top. We ran this scenario in RINASim for one minute, and measured the volume of data received by R 1 and R 2 . Jain's fairness index [22] with three digits precision was 0.999, which shows global fairness while local stability was provided through RINA-ACC as shown before.
IV. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Because it operates at the transport layer, it is impossible for TCP to always do "the right thing" for every network segment. By measuring only the round-trip time (RTT) and packet loss, it is very difficult to optimally adapt the transmission rate of the sender when the path to the receiver is a chain of technologies (e.g. WLAN, Ethernet, satellite, 3G). TCP cannot make any form of link technology-specific decision. This problem is compounded by well-known TCP issues like e.g. its inability to distinguish between congestion losses and losses that are due to link impairments. It should not be surprising that there is a huge amount of research work on cross-layering with a focus on TCP-over-X, where X is any link layer technology and X is assumed to be the only problematic link. Similarly, given that TCP must work everywhere, it should not be surprising that such research does not typically influence the TCP standard. TCP's end-to-end congestion control also does not scale well in several dimensions:
1) The diameter of the network. The effectiveness of any congestion control scheme will deteriorate with increasing network diameter. TCP maximizes this effect because it operates in "rounds" based on the round-trip time. This is particularly problematic in high bandwidth networks where the capacity does not become a limit, especially with short flows that are common in web traffic. Such flows typically terminate in TCP's slow-start phase, making the completion time strictly a function of the round-trip time. Recently, there has therefore been increased interest in reducing the number of round-trips for web traffic [23] .
2) The number of flows. When multiple flows traverse a path, they compete for the available bandwidth, pushing up the queues and creating delay and loss. As shown in [12] , jointly controlling them as a group can lead to much better behavior and enable precise prioritization between flows. This functionality is currently being proposed for WebRTC in the IETF RMCAT Working Group [24] .
3) The bottleneck link capacity. TCP often poorly saturates high-capacity links due to its linear increase in standard TCP's congestion avoidance phase. This has been addressed approximately a decade ago; now, the most prominent solution is the CUBIC congestion control mechanism that is used by default in Linux hosts [25] . When CUBIC and other related mechanisms were proposed, explicit feedback-based schemes were found to operate best (e.g. XCP [26] , RCP [27] , MaxNet [28] , and CADPC/PTP [29] ).
RINA can solve all of these problems by 1) breaking up the long control loop into shorter ones, 2) controlling flow aggregates inside the network, and 3) enabling the deployment of arbitrary congestion control mechanisms per DIF.
As we have seen in the previous section, with TCP, the behavior emerging with RINA can resemble Performance Enhancing Proxies (PEPs) [30] . PEPs usually break endto-end connections into several closed-loop connections; in each connection, a congestion control scheme which considers local link characteristics can be exploited [31] . Also, hop-byhop congestion control has gained much attention in wireless networks due to serious problems of end-to-end methods [32] .
Internet PEPs have several disadvantages. In addition to the already mentioned reliability problem (see Section III-A), complexities in using IPsec and SSL [33] arise because security is an end-to-end function in these cases. This is why works such as [33] are motivated by designing PEP-less solutions. PEPs also do not scale well with the number of flows [32] , [34] . A mapping of incoming-outgoing connection pairs to interfaces must be maintained to be able to e.g. slow down the correct incoming connections when congestion is experienced on an outgoing interface [35] . TCP's fast retransmission/recovery is triggered by triple duplicate ACKs which needs a window size of at least 4 packets, meaning that a splitter's buffer size (advertised window) must be at least 4 times the number of flows [34] ; otherwise, performance degrades. In addition, in terms of the processing delay, running a separate TCP instance for every flow is expensive [19] .
The layered architecture of RINA does not have these problems of Internet PEPs because 1) security is a per-DIF function: PDUs are protected as they cross DIF boundaries [7] , and because each DIF has its own congestion control, splitting encrypted connections is not problematic, and 2) flows towards each next hop are aggregated at the lower DIFs, which means that there is much less state to maintain.
In TCP splitters, buffer sizes have also been shown to affect the performance, but, as shown by [36] , the required splitter's buffer size is fairly modest, and it is independent of the number of flows. The splitter's buffer size scales linearly with BDP of the bottleneck link [34] . In our evaluations, we used a buffer of the size of its link's BDP in RINA for RMT output queues at upper DIFs. Running the same simulation with different buffer sizes revealed that in our scenarios, buffers of at least this size result in a high performance, close to the upper limit, while imposing a reasonable queuing delay.
A. Stability and Scalability
We have discussed benefits of breaking up control loops; at the extreme end of this approach we have hop-by-hop congestion control. There has been a concern regarding stability of hop-by-hop congestion control methods since many years ago because some unstable behavior was observed in some networks [37] , [38] . However, as [38] argues, "the fear of instability" might be a result of the unsuccessful use of nondiscriminatory on-off type controls.
Many works have investigated the stability of hop-by-hop congestion control, e.g. [32] , [35] , [37] - [39] . They showed that using per-hop controllers accelerates the response to bandwidth changes in the path, and that series of control loops are stable under certain conditions. These methods usually use a rate-based mechanism with proven stability properties. Split-TCP consists of several consecutive TCP connections, and each TCP connection has been shown to have stability properties [35] , [40] especially for shorter RTTs. In [41] , it is also proven that even in case of not using TCP receiverwindow based backpressure in Split-TCP, the system is stable under certain conditions. In RINA, consecutive DIFs operate similarly to Split-TCP, and due to our TCP-like controller implementation, we inherit the same stability properties. If DIFs are layered, as shown in Fig. 3 , it can be observed that we have a concatenation of TCP controllers; however, these controllers, from the 1-DIF, cross the layers up to the EFCP instance at the sender node in the N-DIF. In other words, there is one active controller between every two consecutive EFCP senders shown in the figure down to the bottleneck link. This implies that in the recursive form we have the same stability properties. Hopby-hop rate-based congestion controllers with proven stability which were mentioned above can also be used in RINA. Due to the inherent flow aggregation in RINA, using this kind of controllers imposes limited overhead on intermediate nodes in RINA; this overhead has, however, been a major obstacle in deploying these approaches previously [35] .
An important issue regarding using stable hop-by-hop congestion controllers is how well they can scale [32] because a larger sequence of controllers might affect stability. However, works such as [40] show that it is possible to achieve a scalable and stable method for arbitrarily large network topologies and arbitrary delays.
In general, any form of hop-by-hop congestion control or connection splitting can be viewed as a concatenation of several controllers. There is a large number of works in the control theory literature on the stability of interconnected systems, cf.
[42]- [44] ; each of them considers different assumptions in the system such as parameter dependencies between subsystems or time-varying properties. These works show that even under arbitrary interconnection of systems, stability can be achieved. These results can be helpful in the design of stable congestion controllers for RINA under the same assumptions.
RINA theoretically allows an infinite number of DIFs to be stacked; each DIF has its own buffers, and hence, the total end-to-end buffer size in RINA is another matter of further investigation. We do however not expect this to become a significant issue, as hop-by-hop rate-based congestion control schemes such as [32] , [39] have already been shown to be more efficient than end-to-end approaches in terms of buffer usage (e.g. peak buffer size) at intermediate nodes.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The Internet's end-to-end'ness of congestion control and its static routing are inevitable by-products of its architectural design. With RINA, the natural way of applying such algorithms is very different, with control executed closer to where the problem is. The main achievement of RINA is that the series of hacks and patches found in the Internet, with its problems that we have discussed in the case of congestion control, are not required. RINA is therefore an ideal vehicle for investigating drastic changes to how congestion control, and in-network resource pooling as another example, could be done, and it provides a suitable framework with many promising dimensions for future research.
In this paper, through some simple evaluation topologies, we have shown that congestion control in RINA "naturally" exhibits properties of various improvements that have been made to (or at least proposed for) the Internet, without inheriting the problems that come from imposing these mechanisms on an architecture that was not made for them (all the problems that PEPs have). However, it is just as "natural" that such a drastic departure from common methods requires answering many new questions, such as: 1) how to effectively manage buffers between DIFs, 2) which hop-by-hop congestion controllers are best to use, given their stability and scalability properties, 3) how to best apply in-network resource pooling, 4) effects of different congestion control policies at lower DIFs on congestion control policies of upper DIFs, and 5) how large a DIF can be without performance degradation, and how its scalability can be improved. We believe that these are exciting issues for future work, and hope that this paper inspires others to also consider RINA for congestion control research.
